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Abstract

Reachability and distance queries in graphs are fun-
damental to numerous applications, ranging from ge-
ographic navigation systems to Internet routing. Some
of these applications involve huge graphs and yet re-
quire fast query answering. We propose a new data
structure for representing all distances in a graph. The
data structure is distributed in the sense that it may be
viewed as assigning labels to the vertices, such that a
query involving vertices u and v may be answered using
only the labels of u and v.

Our labels are based on 2-hop covers of the shortest
paths, or of all paths, in a graph. For shortest paths,
such a cover is a collection S of shortest paths such that
for every two vertices u and v, there is a shortest path
from u to v that is a concatenation of two paths from S.
We describe an efficient algorithm for finding an almost
optimal 2-hop cover of a given collection of paths. Our
approach is general and can be applied to directed or
undirected graphs, exact or approximate shortest paths,
or to reachability queries.

We study the proposed data structure using a combina-
tion of theoretical and experimental means. We imple-
mented our algorithm and checked the size of the result-
ing data structure on several real-life networks from dif-
ferent application areas. Our experiments show that the
total size of the labels is typically not much larger than
the network itself, and is usually considerably smaller
than an explicit representation of the transitive closure
of the network.

1 Introduction

We consider the problem of efficiently answering dis-
tance or reachability queries in directed or undi-
rected graphs. We focus on scenarios in which the
graph/network is given to us explicitly and we are able
to do some preprocessing of it. The generated data
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structure should be fairly compact and should speed-
up query answering by as much as possible. Often, the
computational resources available for processing queries
are weaker than those available during the preprocessing
stage. This is the case, for example, in geographic nav-
igation systems, where the preprocessing may be done
on a large computer, while queries are answered using
a much weaker processor installed in a car.

There are two naive solutions to the problem. The first
is to precompute answers to all possible queries, e.g.,
by solving the all-pairs shortest paths (APSP) problem,
or by computing the transitive closure of the network.
Each query could then be answered in constant time.
This however, is not a viable option, especially for sparse
networks, as the data structure produced for an n-vertex
graph would be of size Ω(n2). The second is to do no
preprocessing at all and answer each query, e.g., using
a single-source shortest path (SSSP) computation. The
space requirements here are minimal, but answering a
query on an m-edge graph may take Ω(m) time.

We present here a new processing scheme, and a cor-
responding query answering algorithm, for answering
reachability and distance queries. Our preprocessing
scheme generates a data structure of reasonable size,
i.e., not much larger than the original network, and
typically much smaller than, say, an explicit represen-
tation of the transitive closure of the network. Given
the precomputed data structure, our query answering
algorithm can answer distance and reachability queries
quickly, much faster than what is possible without pre-
processing.

The data structure generated by our preprocessing
algorithm is distributed. We assign to each vertex of
the network a distance or reachability label such that we
can later calculate the distance (or reachability relation)
between two vertices using only the labels of these two
vertices. Distance labels were considered, among others,
by Peleg [10], Gavoille et al. [4] and Thorup and Zwick
[12]. All these papers, however, consider only undirected
graphs, and only worst case results. We are interested
mainly in directed graphs, and in the performance of
the proposed labeling scheme on networks that occur in
practice.



Our labels are based on the concept of 2-hop covers.
Let G = (V, E) be a (directed or undirected) graph.
For every u, v ∈ V , let Puv be a collection of paths
from u to v in G. (For example, Puv may be the set
of all shortest paths from u to v.) We define a hop to
be a pair (h, u) where h is a path in G and u is one
of the endpoints of h. We say that a collection of hops
H is a 2-hop cover of the collection P = ∪uvPuv, if
for every u, v ∈ V , if Puv 6= ∅, then there is a path
p ∈ Puv and two hops (h1, u) ∈ H and (h2, v) ∈ H
such that p is the concatenation h1h2. We show that
such a cover yields a corresponding 2-hop labeling. The
total size of the labels is |H| (We count here the number
of paths in the cover, not their total length.) Each
distance/reachability query can then be answered in
time that is linear in the size of the corresponding labels.
Therefore, on average, in O(|H|/n) time.

We show that finding a 2-hop cover (and thus, a 2-hop
labeling) of minimum size is an NP-hard problem. We
present, however, an efficient and practical algorithm,
which we implemented, for obtaining almost optimal 2-
hop covers. The size of the 2-hop cover returned by
this algorithm is larger than the minimum possible 2-
hop cover by at most a logarithmic factor. In practice,
we expect the performance ratio of this algorithm to be
much better.

Our algorithm produces an almost optimal 2-hop label-
ing of any input graph. Some graphs may have shorter
labelings that are not 2-hop labelings. But, for many
interesting families of graphs, such as planar graphs, the
optimal 2-hop labelings are almost as short as the opti-
mal labeling. Thus without being specifically designed
for any such graph family, our algorithm produces al-
most optimal labelings. It is also expected, as verified
by our experiments, to work well on graphs that are, say,
‘mostly’ planar, or ‘mostly’ tree-like, as many practical
problem are.

We conjecture that any n-vertex, m-edge directed graph
has a 2-hop cover, and thus a 2-hop labeling, of total
size Õ(nm1/2). We show there exist graphs for which
any distance or reachability labeling is of size Ω(nm1/2).

A useful property of our approach is that by properly
selecting the underlying set of paths, labels can be pro-
duced for different variants of the shortest paths prob-
lem: reachability or distances, directed or undirected,
exact or approximate distances, and for the complete
or partial set of vertex-pairs. Even though exact di-
rected distance labeling for all pairs of vertices is the
most general variant in the sense that all other variants
can be reduced to it, the distinction is important as
a less-constrained variant often enjoys a more compact
labeling. One such example is the family of directed pla-

nar graphs: Reachability or (1+ε)-approximate shortest
paths have worst-case 2-hop labels of size O(n log2 n)
(using some slight modification of a construction by
Thorup [11]) whereas for exact-distances, there is a
known Ω(n4/3) lower-bound for any labeling scheme [4].
It is also not too hard to construct specific graphs which
admit more compact labeling for less-constrained vari-
ants. Thus, 2-hop labels should always be produced for
the least-constrained appropriate variant.

We have made an experimental study of our proposed
labeling scheme. We used several real-world networks
and obtained promising results, showing that the size
of the labels produced is typically significantly smaller
than what would have been required for explicit repre-
sentation.

2 Reachability and distance queries

Let G = (V, E) be a weighted graph (which may be
directed or undirected) with n = |V | and m = |E|.
If (u, v) ∈ E is an edge, we let w(u, v) be the weight
(or cost, or length) attached to that edge. In networks
used in applications, the weights attached to the edges
are non-negative. Our approach, however, works also
when there are edges of negative-weight. We let δ(u, v)
be the distance from u to v in the graph, i.e., the
smallest weight of a path from u to v in the graph, if
one exists, or ∞, otherwise. (We assume that there are
no negative weight cycles in the graph so all distances
are well defined.)

We would like to preprocess the graph G and obtain a
compact representation of it such that given a pair of
vertices u, v ∈ E, we could quickly answer the following
queries:

reach(u, v): Is there a path from u to v in the graph?

dist(u, v): What is the distance from u to v in the
graph? Sometimes, we would be satisfied with
(1 + ε)-approximate distances.

first-edge(u, v): Which edge emanating from u is a
first edge on a (shortest) path from u to v?

path(u, v): Find a (shortest) path from u to v in the
graph.

Reachability queries are of course special cases of (di-
rected) distance queries as there is a path from u to v
if and only if the distance from u to v is finite. If we
are only interested in reachability properties we may as-
sume that the weight of all the edges of the graph is 0.
Path queries could be answered using repeated first-edge
queries. In some cases, it would be possible to speed-up



the processing of repeated first-edge queries so that if
a shortest path from u to v contains, say, ` edges, then
the processing time of the ` first-edge queries producing
it would require substantially less time then ` times the
time required by a typical first-edge query.

3 2-hop labels

A possible scheme for achieving the objective set forth
above is the following: During the preprocessing stage,
we attach to each vertex u of the graph a relatively short
label L(u) such that for any two vertices u and v, the two
labels L(u) and L(v) would contain enough information
to answer the required queries. More formally:

Definition 3.1. (Distance labelings) A distance
labeling of a weighted, directed or undirected, graph
G = (V, E) is a pair (L,F ), where L : V → {0, 1}∗
and F : {0, 1}∗×{0, 1}∗ → (IR∪{∞})× (E∪{φ}), such
that for every u, v ∈ V , if F (L(u), L(v)) = (d, e), then
d = δ(u, v), the distance from u to v in the graph. If
d = ∞, then e = φ. Otherwise, e is the first edge on
a (shortest) path from u to v in the graph. The total
bit-size of the labeling is

∑
v∈V |L(v)|, where |L(v)| is

the length of L(v). The maximum label size is natu-
rally maxv∈V |L(v)|. We say that a labeling scheme has
linear complexity if F (L(v), L(u)) can be computed in
O(|L(u)|+ |L(v)|) time.

Reachability labelings are defined similarly, and (1+ ε)-
approximate distance labelings are defined by requiring
δ(u, v) ≤ d ≤ (1 + ε)δ(u, v). We focus on reachabil-
ity/distance labels of the following form:

Definition 3.2. (2-hop distance labeling) Let
G = (V, E) be a weighted directed graph, A 2-hop
distance labeling of G assigns to each vertex v ∈ V
a label L(v) = (Lin(v), Lout(v)), such that Lin(v) is
a collection of pairs (x, δ(x, v)), where x ∈ V , and
similarly, Lout(v) is a collection of pairs (x, δ(v, x)),
where x ∈ V . With a slight abuse of notation, we also
consider Lin(v) and Lout(v) to be subsets of V , and for
any two vertices u, v ∈ V , we require that:

δ(u, v) = min
x∈Lout(u)∩Lin(v)

δ(u, x) + δ(x, v) .

The size of the labeling is defined to be
∑

v∈V |Lin(v)|+
|Lout(v)|.

For approximate distances we relax the requirement to
minx∈Lout(u)∩Lin(v) δ(u, x) + δ(x, v) ≤ (1 + ε)δ(u, v).

For undirected graphs we can simplify the definition:
For every vertex v, there is only one collection L(v) of

pairs (x, δ(x, v)), such that for every u, v ∈ V we have
δ(u, v) = minx∈L(u)∩L(v) δ(u, x) + δ(x, v). The size of
the labeling is then

∑
v∈V |L(v)|.

A slightly more general class of distance labelings is the
following:

Definition 3.3. (Steiner 2-hop distance labeling)

A Steiner 2-hop distance labeling is a labeling in
which Lin(v) and Lout(v) consists of pairs of the form
(x, d(x, v)) and (x, d(v, x)), respectively, where x ∈ X,
d(x, v), d(v, x) ∈ IR, and X is some arbitrary finite set.
We require that

δ(u, v) = min
x∈Lout(u)∩Lin(v)

d(u, x) + d(x, v) .

(A similar definition can be stated for undirected graphs
and for approximate distances.)

Note that any 2-hop distance labeling is a Steiner 2-hop
labeling, with X = V and d(x, v) = δ(x, v).

We also use the following definition of 2-hop reachability
labels.

Definition 3.4. (2-hop reachability labeling)
Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. A 2-hop reachabil-
ity labeling of G assigns to each vertex v ∈ V a label
L(v) = (Lin(v), Lout(v)), such that Lin(v), Lout(v) ⊆ V
and there is a path from every x ∈ Lin(v) to v and
from v to every x ∈ Lout(v). Furthermore, for any two
vertices u, v ∈ V , we should have:

u ; v iff Lout(u) ∩ Lin(v) 6= φ .

The size of the labeling is defined to be
∑

v∈V |Lin(v)|+
|Lout(v)|.

A 2-hop Steiner reachability labeling is defined similarly,
but we allow Lin(v) and Lout(v) to contain vertices from
an arbitrary finite set X.

Remarks 1) In Definition 3.1, we measure the label
size in bits. On the other hand, in Definitions 3.2 and
3.4 we measure the size of 2-hop labels by the total
number of hops they contain. 2) Our 2-hop labelings,
as defined, do not support first-edge queries. But, it
is easy to add first edge information to the hops so that
they would support such queries.

Given the labels L(u) = (Lin(u), Lout(u)) and L(v) =
(Lin(v), Lout(v)), we can easily compute δ(u, v), the
distance from u to v in O(|Lout(u)| + |Lin(v)|) time.
(We keep Lout(u) and Lin(v) in sorted order and merge
them to find their intersection.) We can in fact do it
also in O(min{|Lout(u)|, |Lin(v)|}) time, if we keep hash



tables for the sets Lout(u) and Lin(v). As an example
for 2-hop reachability labeling, consider the graph in
Figure 1 and the 2-hop labeling shown in the table next
to it. We assume there that each vertex v is contained,
by default, in Lin(v) and Lout(v).

4 2-hop covers

Closely related to 2-hop labelings is the notion of a 2-
hop cover of a collection of paths in a graph.

Definition 4.1. (2-hop cover) Let G = (V, E) be a
graph. For every u, v ∈ V , let Puv be a collection
of paths from u to v (for undirected graphs we have
Puv ≡ Pvu). Let P = {Puv}. We define a hop to be
a pair (h, u), where h is a path in G and u ∈ V is one
of the endpoints of h. We refer to u as the handle of the
hop. A collection of hops H is said to be a 2-hop cover
of P if for every u, v ∈ V such that Puv 6= φ, there is a
path p ∈ Puv, and two hops (h1, u) ∈ H and (h2, v) ∈ H,
such that p = h1h2, i.e., p is the concatenation of h1

and h2. The size of the cover is |H|, the number of
hops in H.

Intuitively, a path p can be covered by two hops if p is a
concatenation of the two hop paths and the handles of
the hops are the endpoints of p. We obtain 2-hop labels
from 2-hop covers by mapping a hop with handle v to
an item in the label of the node v. Thus, the size of
this labeling is equal to the size of the 2-hop cover.
Specifically, we can obtain reachability labels from a
2-hop cover H of the set of all paths in G by setting
Lin(v) = {x | ((x ; v), v) ∈ H} and Lout(v) = {x |
((v ; x), v) ∈ H}. The converse also holds: From
reachability labels of G we can obtain a 2-hop cover of
the same size by adding to H a hop constituting of an
arbitrary path v ; x and endpoint v if x ∈ Lout(v)
and a hop constituting of an arbitrary path x ; v and
endpoint v if x ∈ Lin(v). Similarly we can obtain 2-
hop distance labels from a 2-hop cover of the set of all
shortest path in G, and vice versa. We could also obtain
approximate distance labels from a 2-hop cover of the
set of all approximate shortest paths and vice versa.
Thus we obtain that the size of an optimal 2-hop cover
for the set of all paths, the set of all shortest paths,
and the set of all approximate shortest paths is equal to
the minimum size of a 2-hop reachability labeling, two
hop distance labeling, and 2-hop approximate distance
labelings, respectively.

The common property of the set of all paths, the set of
all shortest paths, and the set of all approximate short-
est paths, that makes their 2-hop covers correspond to
2-hop labelings is the following:

Definition 4.2. (Hop invariance) A set of
paths P = {Puv} in a graph G = (V, E) is said
to be hop invariant, if there exists a collection Q of
paths such that

• For any two vertices vi and vj, there is at most one
path qij ∈ Q such that vi ;qij vj.

• Whenever vi ;p1 vj ;p2 vk is a path of P , then
qij and qjk exist and qijqjk ∈ P .

Lemma 4.1. A set P consisting of all shortest paths
between a particular set of vertex pairs (in directed or
undirected graphs) is 2-hop invariant. In particular the
set of all shortest paths is hop invariant. A similar
statement holds for (1 + ε)-approximate shortest paths,
and for the set of all directed paths.

Proof: In all these cases, it is sufficient to place in Q an
arbitrary shortest path connecting each pair of nodes.
2

In the full version of the paper we describe a reduction
that proves the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Finding a minimum 2-hop cover of a
collection P of shortest paths in a directed graph is an
NP-hard problem.

We can, however, efficiently find an almost optimal 2-
hop cover if the collection of paths P is hop invariant.

Theorem 4.2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with |V | = n,
and let P be a hop invariant set of paths in G. Then,
there is an efficient algorithm for finding a 2-hop cover
of P whose size is larger than the smallest such cover
by at most an O(log n) factor.

Before proving the theorem we introduce some notation.
As before, let Puv, for u, v ∈ V , be the paths of P
that start at u and end at v. Let Buv ⊆ V be the
set of vertices that appear on paths from Puv. (Note
that u, v ∈ Buv, if Puv 6= φ.) A moment of reflection
shows that the size of the minimum 2-hop cover of P
depends only on the sets Buv, for u, v ∈ V . We also
need to define the densest subgraph problem and state
some results that are known for it.

Definition 4.3. (Densest subgraph) The densest
subgraph problem is defined as follows: Given an undi-
rected graph G = (V, E), find a subset S ⊆ V for which
the average degree in the subgraph induced by S is max-
imized, i.e., a set that maximizes the ratio |E(S)|/|S|,
where E(S) is the set of edges connecting two vertices
of S.
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Figure 1: Solid edges are the edges of the graph. Dashed edges are hops that are not edges of the graph.

The densest subgraph problem can be solved exactly
in polynomial time using flow techniques. One such
algorithm is given by Lawler [8, Chapter 4]. The
currently best available time bound for the problem
is O(mn log(n2/m)), due to Gallo, Grigoriadis, and
Tarjan [3]. It is obtained by reducing the densest
subgraph problem to a parametric min-cut problem and
then solving it using a parametric max-flow algorithm
whose running time is the same as the running time of
the non-parametric max flow algorithm of Goldberg and
Tarjan [5].

Of more practical interest is a much simpler linear time
2-approximation algorithm for the densest subgraph
problem which is a slight modification of an algorithm
mentioned by Kortsarz and Peleg [7]. This algorithm
iteratively removes a vertex of minimum degree from
the graph. This generates a sequence of n subgraphs of
the original graph. The algorithm returns the densest
of these subgraphs. It is not difficult to check that
this algorithm can be implemented to run in linear
time, and that it is a 2-approximation algorithm for
the densest subgraph problem, i.e., the average degree
in the subgraph returned is at least a half of the average
degree in the densest possible subgraph.

We can now present a proof of Theorem 4.2.

Proof: (of Theorem 4.2) We cast the problem of
finding a minimum 2-hop cover of P as a minimum set
cover problem. We then apply the greedy algorithm
and find a cover that is larger than the optimal cover
by at most a logarithmic factor (Chvátal [1], Johnson
[6], Lovász [9]). One difficulty which arises is that the
resulting set cover instance is huge. We show, however,
that it is possible to apply the greedy algorithm to this
set cover instance without generating it explicitly.

We first recall the flow of the greedy algorithm of the set
cover problem. The instance of the set cover problem

is a ground set T , and a set S of subsets of T . For
each S ∈ S, there is an associated weight w(S). The
goal is to find a subset U ⊆ S, such that ∪S∈U S = T ,
and

∑
S∈U w(Si) is minimized. The greedy algorithm

for the problem is the following. We maintain the
set of uncovered elements T ′, which is initialized to
T ′ = T . In each iteration of the algorithm, we add to U
a set S, which maximize the ratio |S∩T ′|

w(S) . We iterate
until T ′ = φ.

The set cover instance corresponding to the 2-hop cover
instance is constructed as follows. The ground set of
elements to be covered is T = {(u, v) | Puv 6= φ}. For
each vertex w ∈ V and two subsets Cin, Cout ⊆ V , we
have a set

S(Cin, w, Cout) =

{ (u, v) ∈ T | u ∈ Cin , v ∈ Cout , w ∈ Buv } .

The weight attached to this set is |Cin| + |Cout|. The
vertex w is called the center of the set S(Cin, w, Cout).
The goal is to find a collection of such sets of minimum
total weight that cover T . (Note that the collection of
sets is exponential in size.)

The proof that this set cover instance is equivalent to
the 2-hop cover problem is as follows: If H is a 2-
hop directed cover of minimum size, we let Cin(w) =
{u|((u,w), u) ∈ H} and Cout(w) = {u|((w, u), u) ∈
H}. We can then cover the set T using the sets
S(Cin(w), w, Cout(w)) for w ∈ V .

Conversely, we first claim that we may assume w.l.o.g.
that the minimum cover contains at most one set with a
given center. If a cover contains two sets with the same
center, i.e., S(C ′in, w, C ′out) and S(C ′′in, w, C ′′out), then
these two sets can be replaced, without increasing the
size of the cover, by the set S(C ′in∪C ′′in, w, C ′out∪C ′′out).



Thus, Let S(Cin(w), w, Cout(w)) be the set correspond-
ing to w ∈ V . We can now define a corresponding 2-
hop cover, in the following way: ((u,w), u) ∈ H if and
only if u ∈ Cin(w) and ((w, u), u) ∈ H if and only if
u ∈ Cout(w).

We next have to show that we can efficiently apply
the greedy algorithm to this exponential size set cover
instance. Let T ′ be the part of T that is still uncovered.
Initially T ′ ← T . In each step of the greedy algorithm
we are supposed to find a set S with the best ratio
|S∩T ′|
w(S) . In the directed case we are looking for a set

S(Cin, w, Cout) for which the ratio

|S(Cin, w, Cout) ∩ T ′|
|Cin|+ |Cout|

is maximized.

To do that we find, for every w ∈ V , the set S(w)
which maximizes the above ratio over all the sets
S(Cin, w, Cout), in which w is their center. We construct
an auxiliary undirected bipartite graph Gw = (Vw, Ew),
which we call the center graph of w in the following
way. The vertex set Vw contains two vertices vin and
vout for each vertex v of the original graph G. We
have the undirected edge (uout, vin) ∈ Ew if and only if
(u, v) ∈ T ′ and w ∈ Buv. Many of the vertices in Gw

may be isolated and can therefore be removed from the
graph. It is straightforward to prove that the problem
of finding the sets Cin and Cout that maximize the
ratio |S(Cin, w, Cout) ∩ T ′|/(|Cin|+ |Cout|) is exactly
the problem of finding the densest subgraph of Gw.

We solve this problem, computing S(w) for each center
w ∈ V , and finally choose the vertex w for which S(w)
has the best ratio. We then add the corresponding
set S(w) to the cover, update T ′, and repeat until T ′

is empty. It is shown by Johnson [6], Lovász [9]
and Chvátal [1] that the greedy heuristic achieves a
performance ratio of Ht for the set cover problem,
where t is the number of elements to be covered and Ht

is the Harmonic number. For our problem, the number
of elements is equal to the number of vertex-pairs such
that there is at least one path in P between them. Thus,
we obtain an approximation ratio of

H|{ij|Pij 6=∅}| ≤ Hn2 < 2 log n + O(1) .

This construction is slightly different for undirected
paths. The set T to be covered is a set of (unordered)
vertex-pairs {u, v} such that Buv 6= ∅. For each vertex
w ∈ V and a subset C ⊆ V , we have a set S(C,w) =
{ {u, v} | u ∈ C , v ∈ C , w ∈ Buv }. The proof that
this set cover problem is equivalent to our original 2-
hop cover problem is essentially as for the directed case:

Let S(C(w), w) be the set corresponding to w then
((u,w), w) ∈ H iff u ∈ C(w). To solve the set cover
instance we are interested in S(C,w) which maximizes
|S(C,w)∩T ′|

|C| . We again first solve this maximization
problem separately for each w. Here the auxiliary graph
Gw = (V,Ew) contains a single copy of each vertex of V
and generally is not bipartite. We have the edge (u, v) ∈
Ew if and only if (u, v) ∈ T ′ and w ∈ Buv. Similarly, the
problem of finding the set S(w) = (C, w) that maximize
the ratio |S(C,w) ∩ T ′|/|C| is then exactly the problem
of finding the densest subgraph of Gw. 2

Our approximation algorithm has similar ingredients
to an approximation algorithm given by Kortsarz and
Peleg [7] for the 2-spanner problem.

4.1 Specific graph families In the full version of
the paper, we will show that the algorithm we introduce
in the last section generates 2-hop labeling of size
O(n log n) for all trees (for any variant of the problem).
This matches a lower bound of Ω(n log2 n) on the bit-
size of any tree labeling, due to Gavoille et al. [4].

Some other graph families are known to have compact
2-hop labeling: Graphs with separator-decomposition of
size O(nµ) have 2-hop labels of size O(n1+µ log n) (e.g.,
see [2]). It is possible that the optimal 2-hop labeling
for small-separator graphs is o(n1+µ log n). (This would
be the case if our Conjecture 5.1 is true.)

For planar graphs, Thorup [11] shows that O(n log n)
size reachability and approximate distance labels are
possible. It follows from his construction that there
are corresponding 2-hop labels of size O(n log2 n). We
are not aware of a matching lower bound for 2-hop
reachability labelings, thus, it is possible that there are
optimal 2-hop reachability labeling of size O(n log n) for
planar graphs. Thorup’s result is particularly intriguing
since there is an Ω(n4/3) lower bounds on exact distance
labels for planar graphs.

Another particular family of interest consists of graphs
with bounded degree d where for each pair of vertices
there is at least one path between them of length at
most D = logd n + o(logd n) edges. For example a
random d-regular graph will have this property with
high probability. For such graphs we can obtain 2-hop
labelings of size O(n1.5+ε) by picking the hops ((v, u), v)
and ((v, u), u) for every two nodes v, u such that there
is a path of at most dD/2e edges from v to u. Observe
that the total number of hops is O(ndD/2) = O(n3/2+ε).



5 Lower bounds on reachability and distance
labelings

In this section we prove lower bounds on the size
of reachability labels and 2-hop reachability labels in
directed graphs. The bounds we prove also hold for
distance labelings in directed and undirected graphs,
and it is straightforward to extend the proofs for these
cases. We begin with the following simple lemma that
gives a lower bound on the size in bits of any reachability
labeling (not necessarily a 2-hop reachability labeling).

Lemma 5.1. Any reachability labeling scheme must as-
sign some n-vertex m-edge graph reachability labels of
total size Ω(m log(n2/m)) bits.

Proof: Consider the set of all directed m-edge graphs
on the set of vertices V = {1, 2, . . . , n} in which all
edges are directed from V1 = {1, 2, . . . , n/2} to V2 =
{n/2 + 1, n/2 + 2, . . . , n}. (Assume that n is even.)
There are

(
(n/2)2

m

)
such graphs, and each one of them

has a distinct transitive closure. Hence, no two of these
graphs may be assigned reachability labels that are
identical for every vertex. It follows that most of these
graphs must be assigned reachability labels of total size
Ω(log

(
(n/2)2

m

)
) = Ω(m log(n2/m)). 2

Note that each graph from the family of graphs consid-
ered in the proof of Lemma 5.1 may be assigned 2-hop
reachability labels of total size O(m log n) bits. We sim-
ply let Lout(v) = {u ∈ V2 | (v, u) ∈ E} for every v ∈ V1,
Lin(v) = {v} for every v ∈ V2, and all other sets are
empty. Thus, 2-hop reachability labels are almost op-
timal for this family of graphs. The Corollary below
summarizes this discussion and shows that 2-hop labels
are almost optimal in the following sense.

Corollary 5.1. Let g(n,L) be the collection of n-node
graphs with 2-hop-labels (distance or reachability) of
size L (L log n bits). Then any general labeling scheme
assigns labels of maximum size Ω(L log(n2/m)) bits on
g(n,L).

Proof: Consider the family of graphs considered in the
proof of Lemma 5.1, with n nodes and L = m edges.
These graphs have 2-hop-labels of size L. The corollary
follows from the proof of the Lemma. 2

We next use Lemma 5.1 to obtain a stronger lower
bound on the total size of reachability labels.

Theorem 5.1. Any reachability labeling scheme must
assign to some graphs with n vertices and m edges
reachability labels of total size Ω(nm1/2) bits.

Proof: Consider graphs of the following form: start
with a bipartite graph on vertex sets V1 and V2, where
|V1| = |V2| = m1/2, with m/2 directed edges going from
V1 to V2. Next, make each vertex of V1 the center of
a star with n/m1/2 leaves. All these leaves are disjoint
and the edges from these leaves are directed towards
the vertices of V1. Similarly, make each vertex of V2 the
center of a star with n/m1/2 leaves. Edges this time are
directed away from the vertices of V2. The total number
of vertices in this graph is 2m1/2 · n/m1/2 + 2m1/2 =
2(n + m1/2) = Θ(n), and the number of edges is
2m1/2 · n/m1/2 + m/2 = m/2 + 2n = Θ(m). (Note
that n ≤ m ≤ n2 and therefore m1/2 ≤ n.)

Let Ui, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n/m1/2, be the set composed of
the i-th leaf of every star. For every i, the reachability
relation restricted to Ui is isomorphic to the reachability
relation on the set V1 ∪ V2. It follows from Lemma 5.1
that for at least one such graph, we need reachability
labels of total size at least Ω(m) bits. Thus, the total
size of the labels attached to all the vertices must be at
least Ω(n/m1/2 ·m) = Ω(nm1/2) bits. 2

Our next lemma will allow us to obtain a slightly better
lower bound than the one in Theorem 5.1 on the size
of 2-hop reachability labelings. The lemma establishes
a lower bound on the size of the optimal 2-hop cover
for a set of paths. To specify this lemma we need
the following definitions. Given a set P of paths and
v, w ∈ V , we define hv(w) to be the number of vertices
reachable from v via a path in P going through w. We
also define hv(w) to be the number of vertices from
which you can reach v through a path in P going
through w. Formally, hv(w) = |{u | w ∈ Bvu}|, and
hv(w) = |{u | w ∈ Buv}|. For each pair of nodes (a, b)
we define the efficiency of covering Pab

eff(a, b) = max
p∈Pab

max
v∈p

min{ha(v), hb(v)}

Lemma 5.2. For any 2-hop cover,

|H| ≥
∑

(a,b)|Pab 6=∅
1/eff(a, b) .

Proof: Any pair (a, b) is eventually covered by 2 hops.
One of these hops participates in at most eff(a, b) paths.
Thus, if the cost of each hop is partitioned among the
pairs it covers, (a, b)’s share is at least 1/eff(a, b). Thus,
the total number of hops is at least

∑
ab 1/eff(a, b). 2

We can obtain a slightly stronger lower bound for 2-hop
reachability labels than the bound in Theorem 5.1 for
general labelings. In Theorem 5.1 the lower bound of
Ω(nm1/2) is on the size of the labels in bits whether



in the following theorem the lower bound is on the the
total number of hops in the 2-hop labels.

Theorem 5.2. There exist n-vertex m-edge graphs for
which any 2-hop reachability labeling scheme must have
a total size of Ω(nm1/2).

Proof: The graphs we consider are a subset of those
used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. We start with
complete bipartite graph with |V1| = |V2| = m1/2. As
before, we make each vertex of V1 and V2 the center
of a star with n/m1/2 leaves. The proof follows using
Lemma 5.2. 2

Last, we show that some graphs with large 2-hop
reachability labels have much shorter Steiner labels.

Corollary 5.2. There exists a family of graphs with
Steiner reachability labels of size O(n) where the best
proper 2-hop reachability labels are of size Ω(nm1/2).

Proof: The graphs in the proof of Theorem 5.2 can
be viewed as 4-layer graphs, with v reachable from u if
and only if the layer of u is lower than the layer of v.
We use the set X = {x1,2, x1,3, x1,4, x2,3, x2,4, x3,4} the
identifier xi,j is placed in Lout(v) for all v in layer i and
in Lin(v) for all v in layer j. 2

A similar, slightly more involved construction, can be
used to generate O(n)-size Steiner labels for the undi-
rected uniform-weighted version of this construction:

Corollary 5.3. There exists a family of undirected
graphs with Steiner distance labels of size O(n) where
the best proper 2-hop distance labels are of size
Ω(nm1/2).

We conjecture that the bound given in Theorem 5.2 is
best possible:

Conjecture 5.1. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph
with |V | = n and |E| = m and let P the set of all
shortest paths in G. Then, there is a 2-hop cover of P
of size O(nm1/2).

6 Implementation

We implemented a variation of the algorithm described
in the proof of Theorem 4.2. For each center we
construct a (undirected) center-graph. The nodes of
the center-graph are hops with handle being the center
node. Each edge corresponds to a path traversing
through the center. The endpoints are the two hops

corresponding to the prefix and suffix of the path. The
center-graph is bipartite when the underlying network
is directed but this is generally not true with undirected
networks.

We iteratively select subsets of hops and edges which
constitute an (approximate) densest subgraph in some
center-graph. Our implementation of approximate
densest subgraph (ADS) is linear in the size (number
of edges and nodes) of the center-graph: nodes are
maintained sorted by remaining-degree (initially using
bucket-sort) and each edge is looked at once.

Edges in different centers that correspond to the same
path are linked, and the path that corresponds to a
selected edge is considered covered. Covered edges are
removed from the center graph, thus ADS selection in
one center-graph may result in removing edges from
other center-graphs.

The top loop maintains all centers in a heap. The key
of a center c is the ratio of edges to nodes in the most
recently-computed ADS of the center-graph Gc. The
following is repeated until all paths are covered:

• A center c of maximum key is removed from the
heap.

• If edges got removed from the center-graph Gc since
the last ADS computation was performed, then the
ADS is recomputed, and c is placed in the heap with
a new key.

• Otherwise, if the center-graph was untouched, the
ADS is selected. If unselected edges remain in Gc,
then a new ADS is computed, and c is inserted to
the heap with a new key.

For this implementation to work correctly, it is impor-
tant that a center of (approximately) minimum key is
selected at each step. To see this, notice that the key of
a center-graph (ratio of edges to nodes in densest sub-
graph) can only decrease if edges are removed from the
graph.

We implemented a slightly different variant of the
greedy set cover algorithm than the one outlined in
the proof of Theorem 4.2. After the algorithm selected
several subsets which correspond to the same center:
S(C1, w), S(C2, w), . . . , S(Ck, w), the ratio attached to
a remaining subset S(C,w) is updated to

|S(C,w) ∩ T ′|/|C \
k⋃

i=1

Ci| .

(instead of |S(C, w) ∩ T ′|/|C|.) where T ′ is the set
of uncovered edges in the center graph Gw. This is



achieved by removing nodes that are already selected
from the center graph (Note that edges are removed
only if both endpoints are selected).

Observe that the numerator of this ratio can decrease as
subsets are selected in other centers. The denominator
can also decrease but only as a result of a subset being
selected from the same center. Even though the ratio
associated with a particular subset may increase, it is
easy to see that it can never exceed that of the most-
recently selected densest subgraph from the same center
(if it was, then this subset combined with the recent
densest subgraph would have yielded a denser subgraph,
hence a contradiction). Thus, the maximum ratio of the
densest-subgraph of a center is non-increasing. As a new
densest subgraph is computed when a center is placed
back in the heap, a center with maximum ratio is still
found by our heap implementation.

On our datasets, this variant performed better that the
variant where the denominator of the ratio of a subset
remains |C|. In the full version we show that it achieves
the same worst-case approximation ratio (the proof is
a slight modification of that of the standard greedy
algorithm).

7 Experiments

We used different synthetic and real networks to evalu-
ate our labeling algorithm. The network selection was
guided by two important applications of our labeling
scheme, namely routing and geographic navigation sys-
tems. For geographic navigation, distance queries can
tell a user the time or distance to reach a desired des-
tination. First-edge queries can be used to generate
turn-by-turn driving directions.

Routing tables for packets traveling in a communica-
tion network constitute another application of distance
labels. The model is that each packet carries its desti-
nation label, and the current router obtains the next-
hop and if desired, the “distance”, by considering the
label at the current router and the destination label.
This is somewhat similar to the way Internet routing
is performed now: each packets carries its destination
IP-address. The router looks up the IP-address (longest
prefix match) in its local routing table in order to ob-
tain the next-hop. Routing tables, however, are growing
in size. As for the structure of the network, they typ-
ically have small diameters. For inter-AS1 graphs, the
core of the graph has high expansion whereas intra-AS
networks could be almost planar.

1AS stands for an autonomous system which is an independent
subnetwork of the global network.

ISP-net is the network of a large backbone ISP (Inter-
net Service Provider). The nodes and (directed) edges
of the network correspond to routers and links. This
particular ISP uses OSPF (Open Shortest Path First)
routing, and the edge-weights are the OSPF weights of
the links.

BGP is the set of (directed) paths advertised by BGP
(Border Gateway Protocol) routers. The nodes of the
network are all Autonomous Systems (AS’s) in the
Internet reachable from the core. The paths are all
advertised paths. We considered only paths of 3 or
more hops, as shorter paths can be reconstructed by
maintaining edge information at each node.

Roads is the road map of Alpine County, CA (USA),
obtained from the TIGER census data [13]. This graph
is undirected with weights corresponding to actual
distances.

Grid-k is a synthetic network. The underlying network
is a k × k grid. Edges are directed in a Manhattan-
fashion, with even and odd row-edges directed in op-
posite directions and similarly, even and odd columns-
edges are directed in opposite directions. The edge
weights were selected uniformly at random from [1, 100].

Table 1 lists for each network, the number of nodes,
number of edges, number of pairs of nodes such that
there is a path from one to the other, and the total size
of labels (number of hops). The compression ratio is the
ratio of the number of pairs to the total size of the labels.
The compression ratio varies with different graph sizes
and structures and was between 3 to 19.6. Generally,
we expect better ratio for larger graphs. In particular,
our analysis shows that for the planar k-grid graphs
the total size of the labels is O(k3), whereas explicit
representation is Θ(k4), thus the ratio is at least Ω(k).

So far we considered the total size of the labels. An-
other parameter of interest is the maximum label size
of a particular node. This parameter is particularly im-
portant for distributed applications. It is also relevant
since the actual computation of the distance from the
labels is linear in the size of the labels. For directed
graphs we also consider the maximum size of an in-list
or an out-list of a node. The average and maximum la-
bel sizes for the different networks are listed in Table 2.
Although geared to minimizing the total label size, our
algorithm seems to perform well also with respect to the
maximum-label metric.

Another interesting question regards the dependence of
the label size on the number of covered paths. Our
algorithm can be set to stop after any given fraction
of the paths is covered (and actually, provides the
same performance guarantees even in this case.) The



network # nodes # edges # paths (pairs) label-size compression
ISP-net 229 880 38466 2969 13.0
BGP 9236 – 164037 22454 7.3
Roads 548 686 128491 6567 19.6

Grid-10 100 180 2744 843 3.3
Grid-20 400 760 42852 5759 7.44
Grid-30 900 1740 212819 18667 11.40

Table 1: Parameters and performance for different networks

network # nodes label-size average-label maximum label maximum in/out list
ISP-net 229 2969 13 29 15
BGP 9236 22454 2.4 145 140
Roads 548 6567 12 28 –

Grid-10 100 843 8.43 15 14
Grid-20 400 5759 14.4 30 30
Grid-30 900 18667 20.7 60 58

Table 2: total label size and the maximum size of the label of a particular node for different networks

dependence seemed Zipf like and similar across networks
(e.g., 20%-25% of the hops suffices to cover half the
paths).

8 Concluding remarks

We introduced simple and natural distance and reach-
ability labeling schemes for directed and undirected
graphs. Our labelings are derived from 2-hop covers of
sets of paths in graphs. We give an efficient algorithm
for constructing a 2-hop cover whose size is larger than
the smallest 2-hop cover by a factor of at most O(log n).
We conjecture that there exists a 2-hop cover of size
Õ(nm1/2) of the set of shortest paths in any weighted
directed graph with n vertices and m edges. Proving,
or disproving, this conjecture, is perhaps the most in-
teresting problem left open. We also demonstrated the
effectiveness of our schemes by an experimental analy-
sis using synthetic and real networks from applications
such as geographic navigation and Internet routing.
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